Abstract -A reconfigurable modular planetary robot system (RMPRS) consists of the parent body and multiple asymmetric wheel-manipulator child-robot modules. The module, which can independently locomote and manipulate, possesses the orientation of posture and the direction of locomotion. The modules have reconfiguration capability so that a group of the modules can construct a variety of configurations. The aim of the robot reconfiguration is to generate better configuration with respect to the directional locomotion adapted to the environment. Module State Vector (MSV) and Configuration State Matrix (CSM) are presented and constructed for representing the asymmetric module and the configurations, and supporting the transformation operation for triggering the elementary motions of the module and the reconfiguration. The algorithm for optimizing the assembly reconfiguration of discrete modules is proposed and the result is evaluated through numerical simulation in an example.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Reconfigurable robots [1] - [7] are formed by a group of modules that can be assembled into different configurations that fit the environment and task. This modular system shows the possibility of great versatility, robustness, self-repair and low cost. The general principle is to simplify the design and decrease manufacturing cost while enhancing functionality and versatility through a larger number of identical modules.
The reconfigurable robots, when used in some applications, such as exploration in space and military scouting, should have the ability to organize shape change, because the environment in such applications is unstructured and the task requirement cannot be predetermined.
Reconfigurable robots and configurations have been the subject of active research. The Polypod and Polybot of Yim et al. [1] , [2] are the non-lattice-based robots. Castano [3] applied graphs described the configuration of the Conro robot [4] . Yamakita [5] presented formation control of multiple coordinate systems. Chocron [6] As shown in Fig. 1 , the reconfigurable modular planetary robot system (RMPRS) consists of the parent body and multiple child-robot modules with asymmetric wheel-manipulator mechanism [8] , which holds the same concept as the SMC but the mobility is highly improved in comparison with that of the SMC. The parent body can be equipped with batteries, chargers for child-robots and the instruments used to carry out various scientific experiments. The parent body cannot move by itself, but child-robots may support the parent body by the arms as its active wheels to locomote together. A child-robot module in RMPRS, consisting of a triangle wheel and a 6 DOF arm with a manipulator, can separate from the parent body and perform locomotion and manipulation. As an independent agent, the module has its own CPU, actuators, power supply, and communication systems [9] . Owing to the asymmetric wheel-manipulator mechanism, the module has two primary modes: manipulation mode and locomotion mode ( Fig.2 and can convert autonomously between two modes. The vector model of the module, shown in Fig.3 , describes the orientation of posture, the direction of locomtion and the connection method. One module has three ports for connection: the manipulator port (pi) both as the active connector and as the passive connector, the port on the bottom of the wheel (p2) and the port on the top of the wheel (p3) both as the passive connectors. Three fingers of the manipulator can be controlled to close or open by one motor. So the manipulator pl can grip the port p2, the port p3 and the manipulator p1 of other module for connection. Position Sensory Detector (PSD) is adopted to implement the docking between the modules [10] . The docking mechanism includes the fingers of the manipulator, PSD Receiver in the manipulator and three PSD Emitters respectively on the palm of the manipulator pl, port p2 and port p3. Utilizing the above design, connection and disconnection between the modules is implemented as the basis of the assembling and reconfiguration. Multiple childrobot modules can be assembled into different configurations as In RMPRS, the characteristics of the module and the configurations composed by the modules are as follows: (1) A module possesses the orientation due to the asymmetric wheel-manipulator mechanism, and the direction of locomotion due to the capability of independent motion. (2) One module has three ports (pl, p2 and p3) that can be gripped by the manipulator p1 of other module. So RMPRS contains three connecting methods between two modules. The module can flexibly connect or disconnect from the configuration. The denotation and range of the fields is listed in Table I . 
The construction and evaluation of the fields of MSV is detailedly described in the following: Fig.3 . In reverse, given that V6 = 5 is uniquely disassembled into the plus of 1 and 4 in {1,2,4}, the result is that port p2 and port p3 are gripped. Table III . The rule of traversal sequence in the configuration is "traversing along LTD, firstly from left to right, then from up to down". Fig.7 demonstrates the triangle configuration and the corresponding CSM. In accordance to this rule, the acquired sequence is "module a, module b, module e", ordinally corresponding to three rows of CSM. The first column of CSM ([1 1 _1]T ) denotes that the arm of module a is in the right, the one of module b is in the right and the one of module e is in the left. The second colunm indicates the manipulator orientation of three modules in accordance to In the fixed LTD, the relation between the configuration and the corresponding CSM is unique. CSM contains no redundant data, and all the elements inside represent state information. A configuration composed of n modules only needs a n x 4 matrix, so the storage space of data is smaller than that in other methods [3] . (r= A(V6= 1V v 3vV6= 5vV6= 7)) v(r =2A(V6 2vV6= 3vV6= 6vV6= 7)) v(r =4A(V6 =4vV6= 5vV6= 6vV6= 7)) Rule: Fig.9(a) , the arm position and ma-nipulator orientation of the modules seem to be exchanged. Fig.9(b) demonstrates inserting a row at the end of the original CSM, and the result is that a module corresponding to that row is added to the original configuration. The 
VI. OPTIMIZATION ANALYSIS OF ASSEMBLY RECONFIGURATION OF DISCRETE MODULES
In RMPRS, because of independent locomotion of the module, assembly reconfiguration is proposed to describe that n modules of m discrete modules without any connection, are assembled and reconfigure to an object configuration. The optimization of this process is responsible for analyzing the relation between the object configuration and the state of discrete modules, how to choose n modules and the array to obtain relatively optimized assembly reconfiguration, as well as transformation workload being relatively lowest. The hypotheses in the optimization analysis of assembly reconfiguration of discrete modules are assumed:
(1) All the discrete modules are in the locomotion mode.
(2) All the discrete modules are in a given area. The locomotion distance of all modules for combination reconfiguration is approximately the same, not taken into account in the computation of transformation workload.
In m discrete modules ( MSV', z = 1,.., m ), for choosing to assemble and reconfigure to an object configuration (CSM*, CSM of the object configuration) with n (n <= m ) modules, the optimization algorithm for computing the whole transformation workload is described in the following: ( In all the arrays of V', the array sequence, in which the result of W is the lowest, is the relatively optimized assembly reconfiguration.
The optimization algorithm for evaluating the whole transformation workload is demonstrated in an example of the assembly reconfiguration. There are four discrete modules with different state, and corresponding MSV' ( z = 1,.., 4 ) are According to the motion characteristic of a module, the motion weight factor ,6 in g is set as Table IV:   TABLE IV zupposing no prior oi mocuuies in tne tion, weight factor on modules £ is set:
oDject conilguraIn this case ( m=4, n =3 ), there are j43 =24 kind of array sequence (array of V'). In accordance to expression (1), (2) , (3) and three groups of function gj defined, twenty-four groups of the whole workload W for assembly reconfiguration are acquired through numerical simulation by Matlab, listed in Table V . Array (ii, i2, i3) denotes that "module i1, module i2, module i3" corresponds to " module a, module b, module e" of the triangle configuration in evaluating W, where i1, i2and i3 are ID of the discrete modules.
From the result of numerical simulation in Table V , it is obvious that when the array of modules is (2, 3, 4) , as "discrete module 2, module 3, module 4" corresponds to " module a, module b, module e" of the triangle configuration, the whole transformation workload W is the lowest and assembly reconfiguration in this array is relatively optimal. The orientation of topology and the direction of locomotion were paid more attention. The algorithm for optimizing the assembly reconfiguration of discrete modules was proposed and verified through numerical simulation. This methodology can also be utilized to other reconfigurable robots.
